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Copyright ©2018 Fly Ltd. All rights reserved.  
Please respect the Rights of Artists and Creators. Music content is protected by the laws of many 

countries. You may not use other people’s content unless you own the rights or have the permission 

of the owner.  It is highly recommended that you obtain appropriate licensing via something like CCLI 

to insure you are compliant with these laws.  For example, as part of the CCLI terms and agreement, 

you are responsible for including the copyright information on all songs reproduced under the Church 

Copyright License, such as:  the song title, author credit(s), copyright notice, and your church’s CCLI 

license number.  

  

No part of this manual may be copied or distributed, transmitted, transcribed, stored in a retrieval 

system, or translated into any human or computer language, in any form by any means, electronic, 

mechanical, magnetic, manual, or otherwise, without the express written permission of Fly Ltd. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fly Ltd  

1 Abbey Street 

Eynsham,  

OX29 4TB, United Kingdom    

https://www.flyworship.com 

mailto:info@flyworship.com 
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What is Fly Subscription Edition? 
The Subscription edition of Fly gives the subscriber unlimited access to all of Fly Worship’s music 

library. All songs can be downloaded and used without limitation by the subscriber on their 

designated computer. You experience all the benefits of the full capabilities of Fly Worship with no 

up-front costs.  

New Features and improvements in Fly Subscription Edition 
Fly Subscription edition contains many new features including; 

1. Click track support. Full audio click tracks are supplied with Fly. Since they are in native audio 

and not generated, you can create your own clicks and replace them if you prefer. 

 

2. New Companion Apps that work over wifi (Android and iOS) 

a. Companion – show the song lyrics and chords in real time on your phone or tablet. 

b. Companion Plus – adds virtual pedal to companion. 

c. FlyPedal – a virtual pedal app. 

 

3. Greatly improved Flyers – Flyers are now simpler to use in your services. 

 

4. Song search filters. 

 

How to use this guide  
The table of contents on the next page lists the sections that describe the major features and use of 

Fly.  Each entry in the table of contents is hyperlinked allowing you to click on that entry and go 

directly to that section in this guide.  

In addition, when key terms or references to functions are underlined in blue text, they are also 

hyperlinks to sections in this guide where more information can be found on that topic.  If you are 

connected to the internet when using this guide, there are some hyperlinks that connect to web sites, 

useful downloads, videos, etc.  
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Getting Started  
Fly is easy to use and it only takes 4 simple steps to create a set list that can be used to lead worship.  

Familiarize yourself with the Fly Quick Start Guide as it has the basic information needed to download 

your songs, build your set list, and rehearse and/or play your set list.  Since Fly has many more 

features beyond what’s needed for the basic 4 step operation, this guide provides detailed 

information on those features as well as advanced topics.  

To hear the audio from Fly, all you need is a pair of headphones and a computer with Fly installed.  

The sound quality will be much better; however, if you can connect your computer to your church PA 

or a sound system that delivers something approaching “live” levels of sound.  Page 2 of the Fly Quick 

Start Guide has some further details on basic connections typical of most sound systems.  

System Requirements  
Fly is designed to work on just about any modern Windows computer. Even modern, inexpensive 

Windows tablets are able to run Fly successfully.  Older systems may also work fine with a few 

adjustments; however, if you wish to use the video or animated (also called visual plugins) background 

features of Fly, a faster computer is highly recommended.  

The Fly program also requires about 2GB of hard disk space, and enough additional hard drive space 

to save downloaded songs (roughly 100MB or 0.1GB per song).  The following specifications are 

recommendations and will give you the best overall experience with Fly:  

• An HD (1920 x 1080) display 

• Intel i5 (Generation 6 or newer) 

• 8GB RAM 

• 256GB SSD  

• External display for utilizing the lyric projection and background animation features.  

• Windows 7 or higher  
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Help  
Should you need help with any aspect of Fly, you have the following resources available:  

• The Fly Quick Start Guide – a two page guide to help you start using Fly right away with 

minimal instruction in the basic usage concepts.  

• This User’s Guide – the latest version is available from the Fly Worship web site (My Account-

Download).  Many hyperlinks (identified by blue underlined text) are imbedded in this 

document to allow you to quickly navigate to detailed concepts.  

• Fly Worship Forum and Knowledge Base – we recommend you create an account (using your 

full name on Facebook and/or when you purchased Fly) on this forum for all questions, 

problems, etc. that you are having with Fly.  

• Fly Worship Facebook group – an active community of users that typically answer “how to” 

questions quickly.  

Useful utilities  
• Download the pedal configuration software from the support forum if you purchased one of 

Fly’s custom control pedals:  Plus+ (4 switches), Uber (8 switches), or Mondo (14 switches).  

See additional information in the Pedal configuration section.  

• If you want to import your own songs, download the OGG converter software from the 

support forum.  Additional information is found in the Import tab section.  

• If you want long link tracks, you may want to download and install the ambient pads created 

by either Karl Verkade or Shalon Palmer.  These pads should be downloaded and extracted 

into the \Flysub6\Mono\FLY_LINKS folder.  

o Karl Verkade - Karl Verkade Ambient Pads III 

o Shalon Palmer - Padloops by Shalon Palmer 

 

Types of Songs / Tracks  
There are 3 types of songs / tracks that can be used with Fly.   

• Premium Fly – typically come in 3 keys and have been recorded in such a way as to provide 

the most live “feel” possible from a track.  Our premium tracks are produced by one of the 

best live producers around, with credits such as Delirious? and other leading artists, you can 

be assured of the best track quality available today.    

• Lite Fly – the most affordable way to obtain songs.  These songs only come in one key . 

However, with the pitch shift capability, you can obtain a number of other keys. Great 

production means that you will love using these tracks!  

• Import – you may use the import feature of Fly for any digital format song you already own 

(mp3, etc.) from other sources.  When you import tracks you have to manually create a “song 

map.”   

  

https://karlverkade.bandcamp.com/album/bridge-ambient-pads-iii
http://padloops.com/
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The Main Window - An Overview  

 

  

This is the default display when Fly is started.  The main window has 6 tabs across the top and displays 

the Playback tab by default.  A brief description of each tab follows:  

1. Playback – the primary tab used when running Fly live.    

2. Songs – this tab shows all songs that are available for use within Fly  

3. Set Builder – this tab is used to create a set (or edit an existing set) by adding downloaded 

songs to your set in the order that you wish to play them back.  

4. Utility – this tab allows you to make changes to how Fly operates.  

5. Import – this tab allows you to import any other compatible audio into Fly (i.e., other 

purchased “tracks”).  

6. Theme – use this tab to choose a different skin if you want to customized the look and feel of 

Fly.  

Each topic above is covered in greater detail in the relevant sections in this guide.  
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The Playback Tab  
As explained in page 1 of the Fly Quick Start Guide; to play a song in Fly, you have to download it, put 

the song in a set list, and select that set list for use.  This section will cover details of the Playback tab 

and assumes you are already familiar with these basic concepts.  In addition, the following detail 

applies when you have done all the necessary steps to have one or more songs displayed in the set 

list pane of the Playback tab as shown below.  

                  

  

Playing a song in your set list  
To play a song in your set list, simply click on the desired song (which will display the song map for 

that song) and press the play button (large round button with a triangle), P key, or spacebar.  This will 

start the song at the beginning.  You will see a vertical line (the playback pointer) with a time 

reference (in minutes, seconds, and hundreds of seconds) moving along the song map.   Pressing the 

button or key again will pause playback.  You may also (while playing or paused) click anywhere in the 

song map to hear or rehearse different sections of the song.  There are two different behaviour’s, 

depending on whether you click in or near the song map sections:  

• If you click anywhere in a song section, the playback pointer will jump to the start of that 

section  

• If you click above or below a song section, the playback pointer will jump to where you 

clicked  

This gives you considerable flexibility when rehearsing a song.  
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Using Keyboard Shortcuts  
As a reminder, the Keyboard Shortcuts for Fly section on page 2 of the Fly Quick Start Guide highlight 

additional playback options available to you either by using the keyboard or pedal.  Additional details, 

configuration, and set up information on those options can be found in the relevant sections in this 

guide.  Note, that you need only press the key once each time to you want to enable / disable (toggle) 

the function.  If you hold the key down, Windows will rapidly “oscillate” the toggling function. 

 

Song navigation functions (while song is playing):  

• L – Loop – sections that are colored can be looped.  When the playback pointer is on a 

loopable section Fly will show the text Loop? In the upper right of the Playback window, press 

the L key on the keyboard (or corresponding foot pedal) to engage looping.  Fly will then 

show a graphic indicating that the section will loop (the graphic will be static or moving 

depending on the setting of the Use loop animation check box on the Utility tab).  If engaging 

looping was done in error, the key can be pressed again and Fly will not loop the section and 

show the text Loop? In the upper right of the Playback window to confirm that the loop 

function was turned off for that section. 

• V – Verse – jump to the labeled verse section when the current section completes. 

• C – Chorus – jump to the labeled chorus section when the current section completes. 

• B – Bridge – jump to the labeled bridge section when the current section completes. 

• E – End – jump to the last section of the song when the current section completes. 

• R – Restart – restart the song immediately.  

• S – Stop – stop the song immediately.  

  

Functions that alter pitch and tempo during live playback 

(while song is playing): 

• A – increases the pitch one semitone.  

• Z – decreases the pitch one semitone.  

• K – increase or decrease the pitch for a fixed number of semitones (see detailed information 

in the Set Builder tab section).  

• T – allows you to change the BPM faster or slower, based on utilizing the "tap" tempo method 

(hold T down to restore the tempo to its default).  

  

Set list navigation functions:  

• P or spacebar – Start / Stop Song – start or stop the song selected or playing in the set list. 

• right arrow – Next Song – to move to the next song in the set list.  If this key is pressed while 

a song is playing the next song will start playing automatically. 
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• left arrow – Previous Song – to move to the previous song in the set list.  If this key is pressed 

while a song is playing the previous song will start playing automatically.  

  

Audio / song transition functions (while song is playing):  
• G – Fade – adjusts the audio level on instruments.  The instruments that get faded and the 

fade levels are configured using the Settings button and these settings are specific to each 

song .  

• U – Toggle User Loop – trigger a user loop (if you have selected / imported one into your 

song).  You can import a user loop using the Settings button.  

• X – Toggle Link Track – trigger an mp3 file that can be used to seamlessly transition between 

songs (i.e., a pad).  

• M – Toggle global mixes – switches between the Full and Acoustic global mixes.  If Use saved 

mixes is enabled, pressing the M key will select the Full mix first.  

  

Note:  Fly can be configured to automatically load and start the next song, if desired.  This is achieved 

via the Utility tab.  There are additional options (i.e., using link tracks) for transitioning between songs 

that can be configured via the Set Builder tab.  
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Mixer  

                   

This section of the Playback tab shows you the current mixer settings for the currently selected or 

playing song in the set list.  You can use a “global” mix (i.e., all songs in the set use the same mix 

levels) which is set from the Utility tab or you can use custom mix settings for each song in the set by 

using the Save Mix button and making sure the Use saved mixes check box is selected.  These mixes 

can allow for any of the 1 to 8 instrument tracks to also be individually muted.  The Link indicator (and 

meter next to the loop slider) shows the status of the link track during playback.  The Custom 

indicator shows the status of the user loop track and the slider is used to control the volume of the 

user loop during playback (in addition to the volume set with the song settings window when defining 

/ configuring a user loop).    

Time Aides  

 

This section of the Playback tab shows your computer’s current system time, how much set playback 

time has elapsed since you started playback on any song in your set, and the total estimated time of 

your set.  Note that the estimated set time does not take into account any loops or jumps you may do 

or shorter or longer arrangements that were configured with the Set Builder tab.   

If you want to reset the Elapsed time display, press the two arrows to the right of the displayed 

elapsed time and restart playback on a different song than you are on. New, in this release is a REC 

(“record”) button that allows you to save the mixed audio you hear from Fly to audio files on your 

hard drive.  The audio files are stored in the OGG format in your My Music\FlyRecordings folder.  

Simply select the song you want to play from your set list, press the REC button, and start / play the 

song.  When the song completes playing, the recorded music file will be saved.  If you have Fly in 

“auto advance” mode, this feature will create independent OGG files (one for each song in your set).  

Each recorded / saved audio file is prefixed with the date in YYMMDD format.  This feature records / 

saves the audio “as heard” which means that it will capture fades, loops arrangements, etc.  You 

cannot record / save a single or soloed channel.  Possible uses of these recordings would be:  

• given to other musicians for rehearsal / practice   

• used as a backup audio source during worship if for some technical reason Fly could not be 

used   
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The Songs Tab  

 

  

Most of this information is covered in step 2 of the Fly Quick Start Guide; however, as a review, this 

tab shows you:  

• The songs available for purchase.  The displayed songs can be sorted (by clicking on the 

column headers) by Artist, Song Title, the words in the First line of the lyrics, and by its 

Downloaded status.  

• You can download your songs simply by clicking the Download button next to your desired 

song.   

• A tick will appear next to any songs you have already downloaded. If there is any problem 

with a downloaded song, you can simply redownload by clicking the Download button once 

again. 

  

• The Language radio button allows you to see only those songs that have lyrics in English or 

All Songs that are available for purchase.  

• Additionally, you can click on any song that has been made available for purchase and play a 

sample of the song by pressing the Sample Play button in the lower left corner of the 

window.  
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The Set Builder Tab  

  

In this tab you can build, save, and edit sets.  The basic concepts are covered in step 3 of the Fly Quick 

Start Guide and in the following four introductory steps.  Set list tweaking (i.e., using arrangements, 

specifying backgrounds, setting up link tracks, etc.) is covered in more detail on the following pages.  

The top left pane (SONGS AVAILABLE) contains all of your imported and downloaded songs and 

shows you the key of each song after the song title.  The bottom pane is used to create or edit the set 

and shows a list of songs in the set.  The top right pane is used to take advantage of the Flyers 

function  

To build a set:  

1. Click the New Set button.  

2. Select the songs you would like in the order that you would like to play them by double clicking 

(which adds them to the end of the set list) or by using the Insert song or Append song buttons.  

Note there is a Search field that you can use to filter the list of songs by typing any part of a song 

title.  

3. Rearrange your songs in the bottom set list by using “drag and drop” to change their position.  You 

can also click on a song you no longer want in the set list and click on the Remove line button.  

4. Click the Save Set button to store your set for later use.  Click the Use this set button to immediately 

load it and display the Fly Playback tab.  

You can edit or reuse any saved set by using the Open Set button followed by the Use this set 

button.   
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Modifying song characteristics  
There are many different song characteristics that can be customized in Fly that allow you to tailor 

exactly how a song will be played in a set.  You will be able to modify these characteristics by pressing 

a specific button on the top left pane or the Song Setup button on the bottom pane.  

The top left pane (SONGS AVAILABLE) shows additional buttons for each song that allow you to 

work with the following song characteristics:  

• Editor – modify the currently defined song map, the song’s lyrics, and jump sections.  Pressing 

this button opens the “song map editor” window.  

• Arrange – create / edit song arrangements.  Pressing this button opens the “custom 

arrangement” window.  

• Create – create and define a completely new song map using the “QuickMap” feature.  

The bottom pane Song Setup button allows you to work with these specific song characteristics:  

• Pitch/Tempo – modify the song’s tempo and/or pitch (as a fixed setting and/or dynamically 

while playing live).  

• Desired arrangement defined using the Arrange button above.  

• Raise or lower the overall gain or volume level of the song (to help normalize the audio level 

for all songs in a set).  

• Further tweaking of the song's mix (similar to setting & saving the mix on the Playback tab).  

• The group fade levels and user loop settings.  

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
This feature is not available in the Personal version of Fly Worship Subscription edition 
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The Song Map Editor – editing basic song flow  
Press the Editor button to display the song map editor for that song.  You can change a section’s loop 

status, where it starts/ends, label it as a jump section, etc.  The main function of this window is the 

ability to make changes to the song map (the title of the song being edited is shown at the top of the 

window next to the Fly logo).  Select the section you wish to make changes to and the window will 

show the information for that section in the relevant fields. 

  

The songs you purchase and download from Fly include predefined song maps.  You should rarely 

need to use the editor to add or delete sections on these predefined maps.   

This window’s main purpose is for editing a section as loopable or not, defining a section as a jump 

section, and editing the lyrics that are displayed on the Playback tab or external display / projector.  In 

this release of Fly, song maps with chords are available for download providing you have an 

appropriate license (such as SongSelect available from CCLI).  To take advantage of these song maps 

you will need to enable this feature (Display chord sheets checkbox) on the Utility tab may need to 

get the latest song map file from Fly (see the section Getting the latest available Song Map in this 

guide and make note of the comment about backing up your current map files in case you have made 

any significant changes).  If you have imported your own audio to create a personal Fly song then you 

would need to use all the functions available in this window to complete a song map for the imported 

song.  Details on the functions and fields available on this window are:   

• Loop Tester – Press the Test loop button to test if the currently selected section will work well 

as a loopable section.    

• The buttons New section, Remove section, and fields MM:SS:CC from start, MM:SS:CC end 

section, and Beat X 4 will be covered in detail in this guide in the Import tab section.  For 
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predefined song maps, they display the relevant information on the selected section of the 

displayed song map.  

• Section name field – used to label the selected section (typical entries are countin, intro, 

verse (1, 2, …), chorus (1, 2, …), bridge, outro, end (it is recommended to use lowercase 

characters for this field).  During playback, Fly displays this information above the song map in 

the format:  “previous verse label” << “CURRENT VERSE LABEL” >> “next verse label” (and 

also in the far right pane as a listing for any sections defined in an active arrangement.  

• Loop count – the setting of this check box and field (value of 1 to 9) define a section as 

loopable.  

• Type of section – used to enable / set / define jump sections.  

• Playback lyric editor – Lyrics entered here are displayed only on the Playback tab.  All lyrics 

can be modified to suit your preferences.  Note that there is a Copy to projection button that 

allows you to quickly duplicate your changes to the Projection lyric field.  If you want to add 

chords or other notations to the Playback tab display, simply add a “pipe” or | character to 

the end of the line and Fly will display that line with a different color during playback.  See the 

example in the table below.  

 Text entered into 

Playback 

Lyric editor field 

Text displayed during song playback on the 

Playback tab 

Normal – no 

changes 

G         Gsus G 

A|       le lu ia 

G         C D Em7/G 

A|       le lu ia  

G                Gsus  G 

A|              le lu ia 

G                C D Em7/G 

A|              le lu ia 

Enhanced – with 

Special “pipe” 

Character at end  

of each chord line 

-| 

G         Gsus G 

A|       le lu ia 

G         C D Em7/G 

A|       le lu ia 

G                Gsus  G 

A|              le lu ia 

G                C D Em7/G 

A|              le lu ia 

 

• Font ratio – this slider is used to adjust the relative font size displayed on the Playback tab 

during song playback.  Lowering the slider (dragging it to the left) will make the font appear 

smaller (useful for when there are a large number of lines of text to be displayed).  

• Projection lyric editor – Lyrics entered here are displayed only on the external display / 

projector when enabled.  These lyrics may be modified as desired and are displayed as you 

would expect to see them when projected live.  The font used for all projected graphics is 

selected from the Utility tab.  Note that if you copy (from the Playback lyric field) or create 

lyrics that have the “pipe” or | character added to the end of certain lines, Fly will NOT display 

those lines on external display / projector during playback.    

If you have made changes to the lyrics of the song using this editor, when you press the Save settings 

button, Fly will search of your saved arrangements specific to that song and update them all in case 

you have added, inserted, or removed sections.    

Note:  Editing a predefined song map should be done with caution.  If an error is made, you can 

always download the original predefined song map using the Redownload Map button found on this 

window.  
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Loop Sections  
Any section in a song map can be made loopable so that when you press the L key on the keyboard 

(or corresponding foot pedal) while the loopable section is playing, Fly will cause it to loop back to the 

beginning of the section (effectively repeating itself).  By default one or more sections in a typical Fly 

song have already been set as loopable (denoted by the section having a color other than gray).  To 

modify a section for looping do the following:  

1. Highlight the desired section you want to allow looping.  If the section is already set to loop it will 

have a color other than gray.  You can disable looping by removing the check in the Loop check box.  

2. Test the section to insure it loops smoothly by pressing the Test loop button.  The playback pointer 

will start playing the song a few seconds before the section you want to loop, and then proceed to 

play the song through the end of the section, and then return to the beginning of the section.  It will 

continue to do this loop until you stop playback by pressing the Test loop button again.  

3. If the section sounds natural and loops smoothly as it transitions or jumps from its end back to its 

beginning, then you can set the section as loopable by selecting the Loop check box.  

4. By default, the number of times a loop section is set to loop after it is engaged is set to 1 in the 

count field.  You can have it automatically loop more times, if desired by increasing the count field to 

the desired number of extra loops (valid values are 1 to 9).  

5. Press the Save settings button once you have finished configuring all the sections that you want to 

loop in the song map.  

To see a demo of this function in action, please see the following URL: 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PxVzAFcPKNw  

Jump Sections   
Recall that the song map defines “sections” in a song (typically intro, verse, chorus, bridge, end, etc.).  

In the song map Editor window you can specify up to 3 sections as “jump” sections.  Label the desired 

verse, chorus, and bridge sections by selecting the section in the song map, and then pressing the 

appropriate radio button in the Type of section area of the Editor window.  Fly will label each section 

with a “V”, “C”,  or “B” corresponding with the selections you made (you will only see the label 

displayed on the song map in the Playback tab).  Press the Save settings button when done.  In 

addition, the last section in the song map is always considered the “end” section.  

When the song is playing, if you press the V, C, B, or E key, Fly will automatically reposition itself to 

the labeled section once the current section has completes.  

Advanced topic – while the keys and labels for the jump sections are intended to be used for a verse 

(by pressing the V key), chorus (by pressing the C key), and bridge (by pressing the B key); you can 

label any section in the song map a jump section using one of those 3 labels (for example, you can 

label the intro as a “bridge” if you want to jump to it instead of the actual bridge in the song).  This 

(optionally with the loop feature) can be useful, for example, if you want to test out how certain 

sections sound when played in a specific order (a way of testing part of an arrangement before 

creating it).  It is not recommended to use this feature when using an arrangement as this can have 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PxVzAFcPKNw%20
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undesired playback results (see the notes in the arrangement section of this guide for more 

information).  

Note:  Once the jump section has finished playing it will continue to play through the song map from 

that point.  You may decide to jump to other sections as well at any time during playback.    

Getting the latest available Song Map  
Note that if you have added or edited the default song map (either to change the lyrics or add chords 

or other performance notes) using this button will delete those changes.  It is always a good idea to 

back up any customized song.map files first.  

While connected to the internet, press the Update song Map from Web button found on the 

Settings button window to download the latest predefined song map from Fly.  This button can also 

be used to “restore” the song map in case any errors were made when editing lyrics or modifying 

song map sections.  

  

The Arrange button – creating your own song arrangements  

The Arrange button allows you to create one or more arrangements of any song. You can create two 

kinds of arrangements:  

• Simple or Standard Modified – typically used when you want to extend the intro, or modify 

the start of a song slightly.  

  

 

 
This feature is not available in the Personal version of Fly Worship Subscription edition 
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• Custom – typically used to create more elaborate arrangements and particularly useful if you 

want to remove sections (i.e., extra choruses) without having to remember to use the jump 

functions, or repeat sections (i.e., verses, choruses, etc.) without having to remember to use 

the loop function.  

  

Most songs have pretty standard building blocks, i.e., intro, variations of a verse and chorus, bridge, 

and outro.  Arrangements in Fly are simply modifications or alterations of the order of the song’s 

predefined flow or map.  When you create an arrangement, it does not change or require a change to 

the predefined song map, it simply steps through the map in the unique way that you have specified.  

The sections used in arrangements can have slightly modified or completely different lyrics associated 

with them.  These lyrics override any lyrics defined in the default song map.  

When you press the Save arrangement button, Fly updates only the current arrangement file with the 

changes you have done to the Playback lyric and Projection lyric panes that are specific to this 

arrangement; however, if both the Playback lyric and Projection lyric panes are left empty, Fly will 

use the text found in the default song map if available.  If you want to insure a projected lyric is 

“blank” in an arrangement (when the playback lyrics are not), then you must use the Blank this 

section button found on the Projection lyric tab.  
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How to create and use an arrangement  
The basic steps are:  

1. Create the arrangement by clicking on the Arrange button for the desired song on the Set Builder 

tab.  This will bring up the arrangement window.  

2. Create a Simple/Standard Modified or Custom arrangement (you can create one or more 

arrangements as desired) using the details on the following pages.  Remember to press the Save 

arrangement button in the lower right of the window each time you finish creating an arrangement 

and give the arrangement a unique and descriptive name.  

3. You can use the same song multiple times in a set list with the same or different arrangements.  In 

the Set Builder tab select the desired arrangement to be used when creating your set, save your set, 

and then enable the set with the Use this set button.    

4. Note that you must re-add the song to the set list in order for Fly to display the newly created 

arrangement in the Set Builder tab.  

5. Select the desired arrangement by clicking on the song in the Song arrangement column in the 

bottom Set Builder pane such as shown here:    

 When you click on the None selected text area, Fly will present you with a dropdown list control that 

looks like this:   

  

Clicking on the small downward facing triangle will allow you to pick the desired arrangement for that 

song in the set list.  

6. Remember to save your set.  
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Simple or Standard Modified Arrangements  
This type of arrangement is typically used when you want to extend the intro, or modify the start of a 

song slightly. 

   

 In the example shown above, the sections 01, 02, 03 have been “copied” over from the Available 

sections list to the NEW ARRANGEMENT list.  An additional section 03 has also been copied indicating 

that we want this arrangement to play the first verse twice (as if we looped it).  When Fly completes 

the second pass through the first verse it will continue playing the song normally at section 04.  
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Custom Arrangements  
This type of arrangement is typically used to create more elaborate arrangements and is particularly 

useful if you want to remove sections (i.e., extra choruses) without having to remember to use the 

jump functions, or repeat sections (i.e., verses, choruses, etc.) without having to remember to use the 

loop function.  

  

  

In the example shown above, all sections of the song map have been “copied” from the Available 

sections list to the NEW ARRANGEMENT list.  An additional section 8 (the “Instrumental”) has also 

been copied indicating that we want this arrangement to play that section twice (as if we looped it).  

This arrangement has every section from “count in” to “end” specified completely in the NEW 

ARRANGEMENT list.  Sections that you do not want to play can be removed by leaving them out of 

the NEW ARRANGEMENT list.  You must make sure that the last section in the NEW ARRANGEMENT 

list is the “end” section (this can also be accomplished by press the Append <END> button).  This 

forces the arrangement to end precisely (i.e., if you don’t tell the arrangement to “end” then Fly will 

attempt to play the arrangement normally after the last section in the NEW ARRANGEMENT list.  

Additional notes that apply to all arrangement types  
• While an arrangement is playing, Fly displays and flashes the words Custom arrangement in 

the upper right of the Playback tab (just above the song map).  This indicates that the custom 

arrangement defined for the song in the set list is enabled and active during playback.  Fly will 

navigate through the arrangement shown in the far-right pane of the Playback tab 

(highlighting each section as it steps through the arrangement).  

• If you click anywhere in the song map area (above or below) while the arrangement is playing 

(or paused), the custom nature of the song is “disabled” and the song will play normally 
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(ignoring any arrangement settings) when it is resumed (the words Custom arrangement will 

no longer be displayed / flashing).  

• You may click on any section of the Arrangement pane while the arrangement is playing (or 

paused), and Fly will (re)enable the custom nature of the song (the words Custom 

arrangement will be displayed / flashing).  This feature is very useful when rehearsing with 

arrangements.  

• Looping is allowed and should not disrupt the flow of the arrangement (although the words 

Custom arrangement will not be displayed / flashing while the section is being looped).  

• Jumping (using a jump section shortcut key) will temporarily “suspend” the arrangement (the 

words Custom arrangement will not be displayed / flashing).  Lyrics will default to the lyrics 

defined in the jump section.  When the jump section completes, Fly will return to the next 

section in the custom arrangement and continue playing the arrangement from there.    

• You can save as many arrangements as you like for any song.  This allows you to use a song 

multiple times in the same set, each time having the same or different arrangement.  Using 

this capability in combination with saved mixes gives you considerable flexibility in your 

worship set.  

• Note that in order to use a new arrangement in a set, you must add (insert or append) the 

song into the set list for Fly to display the new arrangement as an option.  

  

 

Building a song map for an imported song  
Generally, the song map provided by Fly is suitable for almost anything you would need.  If you wish 

to create a new song map for a particular song or if you have imported a song for use within Fly, it is 

usually desirable to set up sections for looping and displaying lyrics.  This can easily be done by using 

the Create button under the QuickMap column of the top SONGS AVAILABLE pane.  When this 

button is pressed for the desired song, Fly displays the following dialog:  

  

Press the play button.  This will start the song at the beginning.  You will see a vertical line (the 

playback pointer) with a time reference (in minutes, seconds, and hundreds of seconds) moving along 

the song map.   In the lower left field of the window, Fly will dynamically display the song map 
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reference values as the playback pointer moves through the song.  Pressing the play button again will 

pause playback.    

To define where one section in the song map ends and another begins, simply press the space bar 

while the song is playing.  The Section count will increment as you create each section of the song.    

After you have quickly built and saved the song map, use the import button on the Set Builder tab 

(button next to the create button in the top left pane).  This displays the following window (which 

functions just like the song editor window described previously).  

  

Use this window to add/edit (fine tune the timing)/delete sections, define up to 3 sections as jump 

sections, set sections as loopable, and add lyrics.  

Note that song map sections can also be created using the Editor button from the Set Builder tab.  
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The Song Setup button – setting additional song options  
Use this button to enable and modify specific song settings such as pitch, tempo, the desired 

arrangement (defined using the Arrange button previously described), the overall gain or volume level 

of the song (to help normalize the audio level for all songs in a set), the song's mix (similar to setting 

& saving the mix on the Playback tab), the group fade levels, and user loop settings.  When you press 

the Song Setup button, Fly displays the following window:  

 

  

Modifying the song’s pitch and/or tempo  
Use the dial controls on the top left Pitch/Tempo section of the above window to specify values for 

the song for the following possible actions during set / song playback:  

• Tempo (-20% to 20%) – this tempo adjustment is intended to be applied to the song 

throughout its playback (i.e., if you want the song to play slower or faster than normal during 

set playback, adjust this setting as desired).  When this is saved and the edited song is played, 

it will automatically be at the “new” tempo.  
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• Pitch scaling (in semitones) – this pitch adjustment is intended to be applied to the song 

throughout its playback (i.e., if a song is available in the keys of B, C, and D and you want the 

song to play in the key of E, you would edit the D key version of the song and adjust this 

setting so that Pitch = 2 semitones).  When this is saved and the edited song is played, it will 

automatically be at the “new” key.  

• Dynamic key change (combined with pitch scaling) – this pitch adjustment is intended to 

be used when you’re playing the song live (i.e., you want to do a live key change … typically, 

up one or two semitones).  Some songs automatically do this as purchased from Fly.  You 

could theoretically reverse that key change using this same function by setting this field down 

one or two semitones as needed.  

As a reminder, these are the keyboard functions that alter pitch and tempo during live playback (while 

song is playing):  

• A – increases the pitch one semitone. 

• Z – decreases the pitch one semitone.  

• K – increase or decrease the pitch for a fixed number of semitones (using the setting of the 

Dynamic key change (combined with pitch scaling) field described above).  

• T – allows you to change the BPM faster or slower, based on utilizing the "tap" tempo method 

(hold T down to restore the tempo to its default).  

  

Note: Pitch shifting is not done on the audio for the drum or percussion instruments.  When a song 

has been pitch shifted, the new key will be displayed to the right of the song name in both this tab 

and the Playback tab if the song is in the current set.  

  

Adjusting the gain of the song  
Since there are multiple sources for songs that could be used in a set, it’s possible that different songs 

may have higher or lower audio levels than the Premium 3 key Fly songs.  The Master volume gain 

slider is used to adjust the “gain” of a particular song higher or lower than “normal” so that all songs 

in a set will be played at the same volume level.  You could also use this feature if you wanted to have 

a quiet instrumental during your worship set.  Use a value of “1” as the “normal” gain setting for all 

songs and adjust it up or down as desired (i.e, 1.1 = 10% “louder,” 0.9 = 10% “quieter”).    

Setting up Group Fade or Mute  
Group fade is a way to dynamically change the mix of the song by either muting or fading instruments 

out by pressing a pedal.  This gives you the ability to tailor the live playback similar to the way it would 

work with a live band.  Fly comes with a preconfigured fade setting for each song.    

You simply select the instruments you want to be affected by the fade action by pressing on each 

instrument “button.”  Each time you press the button, the setting will go from OFF to FADE to MUTE 

and back to OFF.  The three dynamics settings are:  

• FADE - change the level from it's defined mix setting in the Custom Mixes pane to the 

Volume % setting in the Dynamics pane.  

• MUTE - change the level from it's defined mix setting in the Custom Mixes pane to “off” or 

“zero” (an immediate mute).  
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• OFF - the level will remain at it's defined mix setting in the Custom Mixes pane.    

Set the amount you want the volume to reduce by using the Volume % dial.  Use the Fade (ms) dial 

to specify the length of the fade (in milliseconds).  If you have some instruments selected with MUTE, 

and some selected with FADE, then the mutes will be applied immediately followed by the fade.  This 

feature is enabled / disabled by pressing the G key while the song is playing.  

Setting up User Loops  
What are user loops anyway?  Well, let’s say you have thought of a great little riff that would work 

with a song.  You can record it on Garage band or some other audio recording software as an mp3 file 

and import it into the song.  You define your loop using the User Loop pane that is on the lower 

right-hand side of the Song Setup.  Click the Select file to use button, then navigate to your mp3 file 

and select it.  It will be copied to the song folder for Fly to use.  You can set how loud the loop will be 

by adjusting the Volume % dial from 0-100.  Specify a fade in/out duration by entering the desired 

value in the Fade (ms) field (in milliseconds).    

  

Once you have configured a user loop, you can trigger it at any time by pressing the U key on your 

keyboard or the appropriate pedal on your foot controller.  You also have the ability to have the user 

loop start at the next section using the User loop set & forget checkbox on the Utility tab.  See the 

Utility tab section for more information on this feature.    
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Playing your User Loop  
There are multiple options that affect the behaviour of how user loops are played.  The most 

important one to know is using the “key” press to start / stop the link track.  When you press the U 

key or the corresponding foot pedal (if you have assigned that keystroke to one of your pedals), then 

Fly will fade in the user loop (based on the Duration setting configured above).  If the User loop set 

& forget checkbox is enabled on the Utility tab, then Fly will fade in the user loop at next section of 

the song.  Once the user loop has started, press the U key or the corresponding foot pedal and Fly will 

fade out the user loop immediately.  If the user loop is still playing by the time the song ends, Fly will 

automatically fade the volume of the user loop down.  

The Playback tab shows the status of the user loop during playback.  The figures below show a link 

track or user loop’s possible status indicators as shown on the mixer pane of the Playback tab.  Note 

that the slider control is only used for the volume / gain of any defined User Loop.  

                                                                     

Custom is 

flashing on/off. 

The User loop 

set & forget 

checkbox is 

enabled on the 

Utility tab AND 

the U key has 

been pressed. 

The user loop is 

fading in. 

The user loop is 

fading out 

The user loop is 

defined for the 

current song. It is 

disabled or 

turned off.   

There is no user 

loop defined for 

the current song.  

 

There is considerable flexibility in how you can manually or automatically play user loops in Fly.  The 

automatic “set & forget” settings can be overridden by using the U key (to start or stop / end the user 

loop). Remember to press the Apply song configuration button to save all the selections or changes 

that were configured for this song using the Song Setup window.    
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Tailoring set list playback  

  

  

The bottom pane in the Set Builder tab shows the list of songs and / or Flyers in the set being edited 

/ created (i.e. a set list).  Flyers are indicated with “(+)” text at the beginning of the Flyer name in the 

set.  Note that not all options described below for songs are available for Flyers (for example, link 

tracks).  This section of the guide will specifically cover options for songs in a set list.  See the detailed 

instructions later in this guide for information on available options for Flyers.  Select the song in the 

set list that you want to tailor, and set / modify each option for that song.  Certain options in the list 

below are hyperlinked to provide more detail: 

o Song arrangement – if any arrangements have been defined, use your mouse to pick the 

desired arrangement to use during playback.  If the word NO is shown, it means that no 

arrangements have yet to be defined (see the section on arrangements above for more 

information).  If the words None selected are shown, this means that arrangements have been 

defined and are available for this song, but they have not been selected for use with this set 

(therefore, the default arrangement will be used when the song is played).  

o Song fade – check this box to have the selected song automatically start as if the gain / fade 

is enabled (i.e., like the G key was pressed right at the start of the song).  This enables you to 
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start the song with a softer dynamic and then press the G key again to bring it in with the full 

mix levels.  

o Link track – if you wish to have a “pad” or other defined link track play between songs, select 

the desired track using your mouse from the list of available link tracks.  Use a link track that 

is in an appropriate key for making the transition between the key of the current song and 

the key of the next song.  There is a bit of music theory involved in order to pick the best link 

track (the easiest situation is to use two songs in the same key and select the link track in that 

key).  To help with the challenge of picking the right link track when you want to change keys 

between two songs, there are additional link tracks that you can download from the Fly 

Worship Forum and Knowledge Base.  Once you have selected a link track, you can preview it 

by clicking the test “play” button.  The following options apply if you have selected a link 

track.  

o Link volume – set the volume of the link track as a percentage (0 to 100) value (this value is 

relative to the song’s audio level).  Move the slider to the desired value.  

o Link auto mode – check the box to have Fly play the link track automatically (note you can 

still enable the link track with the keyboard / foot pedal; i.e., by pressing the X key).  

 

• Link start – if Link auto mode is checked, Link start defines where in the selected 

song’s map the link track will start playing.  If this setting remains at 0, the link track 

will not start automatically (note you can still enable the link track with the keyboard 

/ foot pedal; i.e., by pressing the X key).  When you click on this value, Fly displays the 

song maps of the current (on top) and next song (on bottom).  Set the section of the 

current song where you want the link track to start playing (typically the end / last 

section of the current song).   

Pressing the button confirms your selection.  Pressing the button removes the settings 

for both the Link start and the Link stop. 

• Link stop – if Link auto mode is checked, Link stop defines what section (typically 

the first or second section) in the next song’s map the link track will stop playing.  If 

this setting remains at 0, the link track will not stop automatically except unless Link 

loop is not checked (note you can still disable / turn off the link track with the 

keyboard / foot pedal; i.e., by pressing the X key).  When you click on this value, Fly 

displays the song maps of the current (on top) and next song (on bottom).  Set the 

section of the next song where you want the link track to stop playing (typically the 

countin / first section of the next song).  Pressing the button confirms your 

selection.  Pressing the button removes the settings for both the Link start and 

the Link stop.  

o Link loop – check this box if you want the link track to automatically start over after it 

completes playing (note that the link tracks that come with Fly are 35 seconds long and fade 

in / fade out).  If the box is checked, the link track will repeat continuously until it comes to a 

defined Link stop song map section (and Link auto mode is checked) or the X key is pressed. 

o Link fade time – the amount of time or duration value that the link track will take to fade out 

(it is recommended to start with a value of 350 or 3.5 seconds, as experience has shown that 

this sounds nice and gentle).  Move the slider to the desired value.  

• Projection wallpaper / new / del. – for each song in your set, you can set a 

background image that is displayed “behind” projected lyrics.  Click the  (“folder”) 

icon button on the desired song and Fly will display a file selection dialog.  There are 
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some background images that come with Fly in the \Flysub6\Background folder.  Any 

other image file can be used that is a jpeg file with a minimum resolution of 800x600 

pixels (1920x1080 for projecting / displaying in high definition / HD).  See the note in 

the How to use a projector to display lyrics section for important performance 

considerations when adding additional image files.  These images can also be used as 

program skins for the main Fly interface (see the detail in the section on the Theme 

tab for further information).  You can also remove the background setting here by 

clicking the red X button to the right of the  (“folder”) icon button.  Fly displays the 

selected image as a small thumbnail in the set pane. 

• Projection animation – select the desired animation type (none, video loop, or 

plugin).  The Use projection check box on the Utility tab must be selected.  See 

additional information on this feature in the External lyric display options section.  

• Projection media name – select the desired video movie loop or visual plugin.  You 

can preview the projected output by clicking the test “play” button next to the 

selected animation name.   

• Use mix – when this box is checked, Fly will override any global mix turned on and 

use a saved mix (if one exists) for the song.  See the Mixer section in this guide for 

information on how to save a mix for a song.  

Note:  Projection must be enabled from the Utility tab.  The Select background to use with the 

secondary display button is only visible when a projector is connected and Fly is configured to use it.  

Reminder:  Click the Save Set button to store your set for later use.  Click the Use this set button to 

immediately load and display the set in the Fly Playback tab.  

  

 

Additional information on Link Tracks  
In a live worship setting, many times it is desirable to have your set flow smoothly and seamlessly 

from one song to the next (and this will improve the congregation’s ability to worship).  This can be a 

challenge even for experienced musicians.  One way that many worship leaders do this is by creating 

continuity between songs.  If you have selected keys for the songs in your set list that are suitable for 

this type of transition, Fly comes with a set of pre-recorded keyboard “pads” that can be used as one 

song ends and the next begins in your set list (these tracks are about 35 seconds long with a fade in 

and fade out).  Connecting these pads or link tracks to the songs in your set list will allow you to 

bridge the gap between the current song and the next one creating a smooth transition.  To set up 

link tracks, see the information in the previous section on Tailoring set list playback.  
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Playing your Link Track  
There are multiple options that affect the behaviour of how link tracks are played.  The most important 

one to know is using the “key” press to start / stop the link track.  When you press the X key or the 

corresponding foot pedal (if you have assigned that keystroke to one of your pedals), then Fly will 

gently start to fade the link track in (based on the Link fade time setting in the set list).  Typically, this 

would be done as the current song audio is ending and / or “fading.”  If you are changing keys 

between songs, then you need to time it so that the desired transition is obtained.  When the next 

track has loaded and started playing, press the X key to slowly fade out the previous song’s link track.  

The Playback tab shows the status of the link track during playback.  The figures below show a link 

track’s possible status indicators as shown on the mixer pane of the Playback tab.  Note that the 

slider control is only used for the volume / gain of any defined User Loop.  

                                                                               

The link track has been enabled 

or turned on.  Also shown 

when the link track is fading in 

or fading out. 

The link track is defined for the 

current song.  It is disabled or 

turned off. 

There is no link track defined 

for the current song.  

 

 

   There is considerable flexibility in how you can manually or automatically use link tracks in Fly.  

Please see the information in the previous section on Tailoring set list playback for further details.  

Certain settings that are defined in the set list (i.e., when the link track starts / stops) can be 

overridden by using the X key (to start or stop / end the track earlier than originally defined), if 

desired.  The basic steps for setting up automatic link track starting / stopping are to make sure that:  

1. Link track is picked / set – it should not be set to None selected.  

2. Link volume value is greater than 0 (20 is a good number to start with).  

3. Link auto is checked and there are values set for the Link start and Link stop options (they should 

not be set to 0).  

4. Link fade time value is greater than 0 (a value near 350 is a good number to start with).  
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Note:  If you only want to manually start and stop the link track (i.e., with the X key) then only 1, 2, and 

4 needs to be set as defined above.  

To see a demo of this function in action, please see the following URL: 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=d8wtDdeDYmk  

  

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=d8wtDdeDYmk%20
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External lyric display options 

  

You have a choice between whether Fly uses video loops or audio-sensitive animations (also called 

visual plugins) as a background on lyrics displayed on an external display/projector.  Using video 

loops is a common feature found in many worship software packages and the features of the set list 

editing pane allow you to determine for each song, whether plugins are enabled and which plugin is 

used.  Visual plugins, because they are volume and frequency sensitive, never look the same from one 

song to another.  Some of them (for example, Helios) have been designed to use a random effect and 

colors, to make sure they never look the same, even if repeating the same song in a set.  All the visual 

plugins have been hand-crafted to be “worship” compatible and are all the original artwork of the Fly 

development team.  

Note that if you are using video loops or visual plugins, we recommend that you set your desktop 

background to a solid all black color so that transitions between songs are less distracting (otherwise, 

Fly may briefly display your Windows desktop background between songs in a set).  

From the Set Builder tab, and for each song, select the desired animation type (none, video loop, or 

plugin), and the specific animation associated with that type.  The table below indicates what features 

are available with Fly for various Windows operating system versions. 

 Windows XP Windows Vista Windows 7 Windows 8/10 

Wallpaper Image 
    

Video Loops 
    

Visual Plugin 
     1     2     2 

  

 

Video Movies  
Any standard video loop (in WMV format) may be used.  Additional formats are supported as long as 

the appropriate codec has been installed and is supported on your version of Windows.  These 

additional formats are .AVI, .WMV, .MP4, .MPG, .MPEG, .M2TS, and .MKV (i.e., .MOV, .QT, .FLV.).  It is 

suggested to uninstall any existing codec pack and then download and install the CCCP – Combined 

Community Codec Pack (which is available from 

http://www.cccpproject.net/download.php?type=cccp).  Video files should be placed in the 

\Flysub6\Movie folder in order to select them in the Set Builder tab.  It is suggested to use a video 

size that complements the resolution of the external display method you are using (ie, projector or HD 

display).  

 

 

 
This feature is not available in the Personal version of Fly Worship Subscription edition 

 

http://www.cccpproject.net/download.php?type=cccp
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Visual Plugins  
These plugins provide audio-sensitive animations as the background.  What gets displayed / 

overlayed on the lyrics varies depending on the song and volume level.  These plugins are stored in 

the \Flysub6\BBplugin folder.  In order to use these plugins effectively, your computer audio hardware 

must support either “Stereo Mix” recording or a locally attached or embedded microphone (as is 

common on many laptops).  The best result is achieved when using a multiplex audio-card.  

  

To enable the "Stereo Mix" feature on your multiplex audio card do the following:  

1. Go to the audio icon in your system tray, right-click it, and go to Recording Devices to open 

up the proper settings pane.  

                                           

  

2. In the pane, right-click on a blank area, and make sure both View Disabled Devices and View 

Disconnected Devices options are checked. You should see a “Stereo Mix” option appear.  

                                            

  

3. Right-click on “Stereo Mix” and click “Enable” to be able to use it. 

                                            

If you still don’t see it…  
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In some cases, your audio hardware (chipset) drivers may be outdated or because the newest 

Windows drivers for your audio hardware don’t support this feature.  In some cases it’s possible to 

work around this by downloading and installing the older Windows XP/Vista drivers for your audio 

hardware (chipset).  As always, before changing your drivers, make sure you create a system restore 

point in case things don’t go as planned.  

  

How is this used?  

With “Stereo Mix” enabled, you can open up your favorite recording program and select that instead 

of your microphone before you record. If you don’t see the option, or your program doesn’t give you 

the ability to change the recording device, you can disable or unplug your microphone and make 

“Stereo Mix” the default recording device.  

 

  

The alternate solution is to use a microphone.  Then you can use either the built-in microphone, or 

one you connect to the line-in located aside of the audio external output of your computer.  If a 

microphone is used, then the visual plug-ins will “react” to the vocals as well as music coming from Fly 

(i.e., anything the microphone picks up).  

  

Note:  You should use the microphone line-in, when playing full band, because there is no signal 

coming out from Fly!  

If you have an audio card with an IDT chipset, you may see an item in the Recording tab list called 

Rec. Playback.  This is the "Stereo Mix" device just with a different name.  Right-Click it and select Set 

as default device.  
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Using Flyers – enhancing your set with additional multimedia  
New in this release of Fly is a concept called “Flyer” that is essentially a storyboard of just about any 

mixture of one or more “screens” with text, graphics, audio, video, or plugins.  How you use this 

feature is limited only by your imagination and your personal computer-based multimedia skills, 

experience, and available software (to create digital audio, video, graphics, etc.).  To take full 

advantage of the graphic and video display capabilities; however, you will need to insure that your 

external display is capable of displaying in full HD (1920x1080 pixel) resolution.  Any other typical 

television type (4:3 ratio) or computer display / projection (i.e., resolution of 1024x768 or 800x600) 

may not display graphics and video properly during set list playback.  While it’s possible to work 

around this so that a non-HD display can be used with this feature; this guide will only address use of 

Flyers with full HD resolution displays.  

Some examples of what you can do:  

• Display any text at the beginning, end, or between songs in your set, such as …  

o Announcements – “at the end of the service, please join us for …”  

o Instructions – “please stand …”   

o Copyright information – put all the CCLI and legal requirements on a single page and display it at 

the end of your set.   

• Display any graphics image at the beginning, end, or between songs in your set, such as …  

o Photos   

o Professional graphics images as part of a church sponsored program  

o Images with transparent backgrounds to create special effects  

• While any of the above “screens” is being displayed, you can optionally create and assign an 

audio playlist (ie, background music, list of songs, etc.) to play.  

• You can also optionally assign visual plugins or videos in the set list to be displayed in 

conjunction with the screens (similar to how this would be done for songs in the set list in the 

 
This feature is not available in the Personal version of Fly Worship Subscription edition 
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Set Builder tab).  This effectively allows you to display any video at the beginning, end, or 

between songs in your set.  

 

The basic steps to create a “Flyer” are as follows:  

1. Create your slide(s)  

2. Optionally create your audio playlist  

3. Insert or append your defined storyboard / “Flyer” into the set list   

4. Set your options for the “Flyer” (playlist, visual plugin, etc.)  

1. Create your slide(s)  

 

From the Set Builder tab, click the Add new flyer button in the upper right FLYERS AVAILABLE 

pane.  To edit an existing Flyer, simply click on the corresponding content button for the desired Flyer 

displayed in the list shown in the upper right FLYERS AVAILABLE pane.  The Flyer content editor 

window is displayed and is used to create new or edit existing slide content.  
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Think of the upper pane (STORYBOARD content) as being the “slide” listing for the Flyer storyboard.  

If you want your slides to repeat indefinitely, then insure the (Use loop mode) checkbox is selected.  

Set the amount of time each “slide” is displayed by entering or adjusting the value of Delay in 

seconds.  It’s possible (but not practical) to display a full length movie using a Flyer “slide” with the 

Delay set to as much as 3 hours (10,800 seconds).  The XY location value is the relative position of 

the foreground graphic image on the “slide” in pixels.  Pixel coordinates represent the top left corner 

of the image inside the lyric projection “slide” based on an external display running in full HD mode 

(1920 x 1080 pixels).  The Count field displays the number of “slides” in the storyboard.    

If you’re creating a storyboard for the very first time, the first line in the upper left pane will be 

highlighted in blue.  Click in the lower left pane and type in the text you want displayed (or edit 

existing text).  Your font will be the projection font defined in the Utility tab.  You can adjust the 

“position” of your text using the Enter key and/or spaces if you’d like the text “centered” or “right 

justified” for example.  

To copy a slide simply select the desired slide in the upper left pane, and then press the Add button.  

 

 

The lower left pane allows you to add/edit text, and preview what the “slide” looks like with text, a 

foreground, and / or a background graphic applied.    

Once you have entered the text for your slide you can add a graphics image using the select image 

here pane of the Flyer content editor.  Press the folder button, navigate to, and select your desired 
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graphic image.  If you need to move the location of the file on the screen press the desired arrow 

“buttons” and you will see the graphic move in the lower left pane of the Flyer content editor.  The 

preview pane gives a good approximation of a full HD projection display; however, because the 

preview is using a 1/5 ratio of the typical HD window size, the accuracy when positioning the image in 

preview mode, is a multiple of 5 pixels.  Therefore, if you want the image to move in larger increments, 

then increase the step index (1=5 pixels, 2=10, 3=15, etc.).    

To create interesting effects, you can also use a transparent graphic image to display overlay effects 

with visual plugins or video.  For best results, images should be no larger than HD resolution 

(1920x1080 pixels).  If an image has a width less than 1920 pixels and a height less than 1080 pixels, it 

is self centered by default.  If the width or height is larger than the full HD mode it is resized to fit 

within a 1920x1080 pixel rectangle while preserving the aspect ratio of the image.  If you intend to use 

an image to fill the entire display, then the image size should be set to match your external display’s 

resolution; otherwise, Fly may scale the image to preserve its aspect ratio and may not fill the entire 

display area.  

If you’d like to have more control over text fonts, size, color, positioning, display more than one 

graphic image on a slide, etc.; you can use any standard office suite, desktop publishing, or graphic 

design software to create a “slide” and save that as a graphics file to import as a flyer (with or without 

additional text) as shown in the example above.  

Once you have designed the “slide” to your preference, it is recommended that you press the Update 

button to save all edits to the storyboard.  This should display a Save STORYBOARD content button 

(as shown in the above graphic).  You should press that button once all slides have been edited and 

you are ready to add / configure your “Flyer” in the set list.  

2. Optionally create your audio playlist  
To create or edit an audio playlist for use with a defined Flyer, click on the Playlist builder button in 

the upper right FLYERS AVAILABLE pane.  This will display the Flyer playlist builder window (and will 

display the contents of any playlist that may be set for the highlighted Flyer, if defined, in the currently 

loaded set).  This window allows you to define an optional audio playlist that can be played while the 

Flyer “slides” are being displayed.  As shown in the image below, you can create a new playlist or open 

up an existing playlist for review or editing.  
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Edit the playlist name in the Playlist name field at the top of the window.  In the example above, 

“Prelude” is the name of this playlist.  You may either use the folder button or drag and drop audio 

files into the playlist.  You can rearrange the order of the playlist by dragging and dropping existing 

audio files in the list as desired.  When a playlist has been created or edited, the Save Playlist button 

is visible and should be pressed to save all edits.  

Since playlists are assigned to the Flyer in the set list, use the selector in the Set Builder tab to select 

and assign which playlist you wish to use.  Due to this flexibility, you can use the same playlist on 

multiple, different Flyers; or use the same Flyer with multiple or different playlists (by adding the same 

Flyer multiple times in a set or using it different sets with different playlists).  

 

3. Insert or append your defined storyboard / “Flyer” into the 

set list  
Once you have defined one or more storyboards, use the Insert flyer or Append flyer buttons on the 

upper right side of the Set Builder tab to add these to your set list. 
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You may rearrange your Flyers in the bottom set list by using “drag and drop” to change their 

position.  You can also click on a Flyer you no longer want in the set list and click on the Remove line 

button.  

4. Set your options for the “Flyer” (playlist, visual plugin, etc.)  
Customize how your Flyer is displayed when using the Playback tab by choosing desired settings for 

each option in the set list.  Some of the same options available when playing songs are also available 

when “playing” Flyers.  The bottom pane in the Set Builder tab shows the list of songs and Flyers in 

the set being edited / created (i.e. a set list).  Select the Flyer in the set list that you want to tailor, and 

set / modify each option for that Flyer.   Certain options in the list below are hyperlinked to provide 

more detail:  

• Playlist – if you wish to have one or more audio files play while the slides in the “Flyer” are 

being displayed, then select the desired playlist using your mouse from the list of available 

playlists.  While you can use a “Flyer” multiple times in a set, you can also assign a different 

playlist for each instance of that “Flyer” in the set.  You can also reuse the same playlist more 

than once in an existing set (i.e., on different “Flyers”).  Once you have selected a playlist, you 

can preview it by clicking the test “play” button.  The following options apply if you have 

selected a playlist.  

• volume – set the volume of the playlist as a percentage (0 to 100) value (this value allows you 

to adjust the playlist’s audio level).  Move the slider to the desired value.  

• Projection wallpaper / new / del. – for each “Flyer” in your set, you can set a background 

image that is displayed “behind” projected slide text (and optional graphics on the slides).  

Click the  (“folder”) icon button on the desired “Flyer” entry in the set and Fly will display a 

file selection dialog.  There are some background images that come with Fly in the 

\Flysub6\Background folder.  Any other image file can be used that is a jpeg file with a 

minimum resolution of 800x600 pixels (1920x1080 for projecting / displaying in high 

definition / HD).  See the note in the How to use a projector to display lyrics section for 

important performance considerations when adding additional image files.  These images can 

also be used as program skins for the main Fly interface (see the detail in the section on the 

Theme tab for further information).  You can also remove the background setting here by 

clicking the red X button to the right of the  (“folder”) icon button.  Fly displays the selected 

image as a small thumbnail in the set pane. 

• Projection animation – select the desired animation type (none, video loop, or plugin).  The 

Use projection check box on the Utility tab must be selected.  See additional information on 

this feature in the External lyric display options section.  

• Projection media name – select the desired video movie loop or visual plugin.  You can 

preview the projected output by clicking the test “play” button next to the selected animation 

name.  Note that multiple video formats are supported and they must be present in the 

\Flysub6\Movie folder to be displayed as an option for selection.  In addition, if the video file 

contains audio, that audio will be heard through Fly’s audio output channels.  Normally, you 

would use video with “muted” audio for Fly video loops displayed with Fly’s songs during 

playback.  If you intend to use this feature to display video with audio as part of a Flyer, it is 

best to use at least 3 single slide Flyers (one that is a “buffer” before the movie in the set, 

followed by a blank slide that has the video to be played selected in the set, followed by 

another “buffer” slide.  You will need to make sure the slide that is used for the video has 
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enough Delay time set to insure that the video starts and ends smoothly as desired.  This will 

also allow you to quickly end or restart the video if needed by navigating to the “buffer” slides 

in the set during playback.  

  

Note:  Projection must be enabled from the Utility tab.  The Select background to use with the 

secondary display button is only visible when a projector is connected and Fly is configured to use it.  

Reminder:  Click the Save Set button to store your set for later use.  Click the Use this set button to 

immediately load and display the set in the Fly Playback tab.  

How to use Flyers during set playback  
Since this new feature adds considerable functionality and enhancements to playing a worship set live, 

review the tips checklist in this guide.  Flyers do not behave the same way in the Playback tab as 

songs do.  Some of these differences are obvious based on the settings in the set builder; however, 

also note the following:  

• Play / Pause will affect the playlist audio and any video movie defined for that Flyer in the set.  

The same is true with the master audio volume slider just under the Play / Pause button. 

• If a Flyer has multiple slides and is not set to loop, pressing pause after the Flyer has started 

will not stop slide display.  Note that depending on the timing of when you press the pause 

button, the slides may continue to be displayed and advance to the next Flyer or song in the 

set (and automatically play / start if the Utility tab has the Playback transition configure for 

automatic.  

• Due to the nature of visual plugins, their function is not affected by the Play / Pause button.  

The only way to “disable” them during playback is to navigate to a blank slide Flyer (i.e., 

another Flyer) or song that has no plugin specified for that item in the set.  You can also leave 

the plugin “active” and mute the audio that is providing the sound input for the plugin.  

• If you have a playlist with multiple songs defined, you may “navigate” to the next song in the 

playlist by clicking near the end of the song map of the currently playing song.  When the 

current song reaches the end, the next song in the playlist will start and the map pointer will 

be repositioned at the beginning.  

• If a Flyer is set to loop, the slides will continue to loop once the Flyer has started playing, even 

if you pause any defined audio playlist or video.    
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The Utility Tab   

  

 This tab allows you to set numerous options that affect set list transition between songs during 

playback, projected lyric display, settings for the standard “global” mixes, and others.    The items on 

this tab are:  

• Version of Fly being used.  Just above the Display chord sheets checkbox, Fly displays which 

the version number you are using.  This information can be useful if you are in need of 

support.  

• If you select the Display chord sheets check box, Fly will ask you to confirm that you have an 

appropriate license (such as SongSelect available from CCLI) to take advantage of these song 

maps.  Once you have enabled this feature, you may need to get the latest song map file from 

Fly (see the section Getting the latest available Song Map in this guide and make note of the 

comment about backing up your current map files in case you have made any significant 

changes).    

• If you select the Use loop animation check box, Fly will display a rotating loop graphic when 

looping has been engaged.  Do not select this option if you have a very old or slow running 

computer as this will enhance looping accuracy.  

• If you select the Show logo check box, the Fly Logo is displayed on the Playback tab and in 

the lower corner of the projected display.  It is possible to rename the logo files (i.e., to 

something like flylogo.bak or logo.bak) or create your own logo files.  The logo files are found 

in the \Flysub6\SkinComponent folder and are named FlyLogo.png  

(Playback tab logo, 256 x 265 pixels) and Logo.png (projected logo, 128 x 128 pixels).  

 

• If you select the Hide playback tab lyric check box, this prevents lyrics from displaying on 

the Playback tab.  
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• If you select the checkbox for Show keyboard status, Fly will display a moveable gadget 

when the Playback tab is selected. 

  

 This gadget shows the last key or pedal pressed for 15 of the most common “shortcuts” used.  You 

can place the window gadget at any location onto your desktop, and it will remember its previous 

location every time you start Fly.  The gadget is visible only when on the Playback tab.  You can also 

press on the gadget to toggle a shortcut.  See the Using Keyboard Shortcuts section for more 

information the shortcuts.  

• If you select the Disable level meter check box, this prevents the dynamic audio level for 

each Fly instrument from being displayed during song playback on the Playback tab.  

• If you select the User loop set & forget check box, this will cause Fly to start a configured 

user loop in the next section of a playing song (versus immediately) when the U key is 

pressed.  This feature is particularly useful when the timing of the loop has to be in sync with 

the beat of the playing song.  

• If you select the checkbox for Show equalizer, Fly will display a moveable gadget when the 

Playback tab is selected.    

  

 The purpose of this small popup window is to adjust the strength of certain frequencies within the 

song audio signal.  You can place the window gadget at any location onto your desktop, and it will 

remember its previous location every time you start Fly.  The gadget is visible only when on the 

Playback tab.  To restore a specific EQ band to its default value, press on the right click with the 

mouse on the desired slider.  The EQ gain control per band is within the range of -6 to +6 dB.  

• The Mixer latency buffer slider is used to adjust the amount of audio buffer Fly uses to 

process audio during playback.  Use the Save latency value button store the value 

represented by the slider position.  

 

• Audio output configuration is done using the Output channels section for Fly Free or 

Standard; or by pressing the Setup PRO mixer device button for Fly Pro. 
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Click on the desired radio button for each channel in the above section.  Isolating certain instruments 

to a particular channel can be useful for creating a monitor “mix.”   

• The Projection font section of this tab is used to specify the font used for all lyrics displayed 

on the Playback tab.  The font selected in the above graphic was the default font used in Fly 

version 2.  The slider is available if you need to scale the font up or down to better fit your 

projection device.  

• Fly has the ability to automatically start the next song in your set list when the previous song 

completes.  To enable this feature, select the desired time delay between songs using one of 

the radio buttons in the Playback transition section of this tab.  For example, if you select 00 

wait state the next song is immediately loaded and started.  You can choose a longer delay 

or set the loading to manual (each song in the set list will have to be individually selected and 

started).  

• Select the Projection option if you want to display lyrics on a second display/projector.  You 

can use the Redetect button to have Fly look for a monitor/projector that was connected 

after Fly was started.  

• Standard mixes – see the section below for more information on this topic.  

• License – You can update your license by clicking the Update License button. This is usually 

used when upgrading your subscription to include Apps.  

• The Enable Apps checkbox allows you to enable sharing of realtime chords and lyrics to 

mobile devices with the Apps installed. 

• Click Track Preferences – This section allows you to set whether the custom track (Channel 8) 

is used for the included click tracks, Update the clicks from the website and other functions 

related to the click track feature. 

• Show Notifications – This section allows you to view program update or new song 

announcements 

 

   

 

  

 
This feature is not available in the Personal version of Fly Worship Subscription edition 
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Standard / “Global” Mixes  
Fly offers you four standard or “global” master mixes that you can modify to suit your own needs.  

These mixes have names that match their intended uses; however, they can each be customized to 

suit your needs as allowing you to mute instruments and change individual channel levels.  Remember 

to press the Save settings and Use these settings buttons.   

The descriptions below detail how these mixes come preconfigured with Fly.  Press the appropriate 

mix button below to view and/or edit the instrument channel values for the mix.  

• Full Band – All instrument channels turned all the way up.  

• Mellow – This mix has a “hole in the middle” in its shape by having the drums, bass, and electric 

guitar backed off while everything else is set at maximum.  

• Acoustic – This mix has muted drums, and electric guitar and the other levels are backed off with 

the acoustic and percussion channels up.  

• Custom – You can use these as training mixes or to have a “stripped back” sound (i.e., just have a 

little percussion, no piano, no keys, a little acoustic but with electric guitar, drums and bass up loud).  

Using Apps with Fly Worship 

Fly now includes the ability to link to mobile applications that can help your band to work better 

together. Versions for both android and iOS are available. You can run as many of these apps, in any 

combination as you wish. 

Fly Companion Standard 
- This app shows the current lyrics and optionally, chords on your mobile device. 

- It also has a built in virtual pedal so you can loop, fade, jump to verse etc. 

Fly Pedal (Coming soon) 
- This app is a full screen virtual pedal. 

Your subscription must include the apps option otherwise the checkbox on the utility tab will be 

disabled. You can add this feature by upgrading your subscription at any time from the Flyworship 

web site. 

Wifi Setup 
Since the apps run over wifi, simply connect all your devices to the same wireless network. We 

strongly recommend that you set up a dedicated network just for Fly. If your church has a wifi 

network already, we still would recommend a separate wifi network for Fly because your church wifi is 

likely to be over-subscribed. You can do this easily using one of your mobile devices to create a wifi 

hotspot.  

Note : Fly apps do not require Internet access. 

 
This feature is not available in the Personal version of Fly Worship Subscription edition 
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Please be aware that by creating a mobile hotspot, you are also sharing your mobile devices data 

plan and other users could inadvertently use your mobile data. For this reason we recommend you 

disable it immediately after use. We also recommend that you password protect the connection. 

Setup Procedure  
1. Connect to a wireless network 

a. (Mobile hotspot) On one of your mobile devices, set up a mobile hotspot. If you are 

unsure how to do this there are many online guides available. Note:  If your 

configuration allows it, we recommend that you call your network ‘Fly’ and that it is 

secured with a password.   

b. (Dedicated access point) Connect all devices to dedicated access point. Again, we 

recommend securing it with a password 

2. Join your Fly laptop to this network. 

3. Join any other devices to the same network. 

4. Start Fly. When Fly loads it will also launch Fly Companion (Server) as below 

 

5. When you press play on Fly, your apps should be in sync and show lyrics and chords in real 

time. 

Using Apps 
1. Download the apps from the Google Play Store or the Apple app store.  

2. Ensure your mobile device is connected to the correct wifi connection. 

3. Run the app. It will automatically connect to the Fly Companion Server to receive it’s data. 

Companion  
Fly companion displays lyrics and chords in realtime, It also has a virtual pedal at the bottom of the 

screen. Simply tap any of the buttons and Fly will perform the requested action. 
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Fly Pedal – coming soon 
Press any button to trigger an action in Fly 

 

How to use a projector to display lyrics  
It is recommended that your projector is turned on and connected to your computer before following 

these steps.    

Note:  You can set individual backgrounds for tracks using the SETTINGS button from the Playback 

tab.  You can add your own images as backgrounds by copying them into the \Flysub6\Wallpaper 

folder.  The images should be jpeg files of 800 x 600 minimum size.  Do not put any additional images 

into the \Flysub6\Background folder as it will increase Fly’s memory utilization and slow down how 

fast Fly starts.   

 

Windows 7/8 
1. Locate the “Windows” key on your keyboard (usually on the bottom left between the Ctrl and Alt 

keys).  

2. Hold it down while pressing the P key. This will present the following menu on your screen.  
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Windows 10 

 

  

3. Select the Extend option.  

4. Start Fly, select the Utility tab, and make sure the Use Dual display check box is selected.  

5. Your lyrics should now appear on your second display when you play Fly.  
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The Import Tab  
 

 

The Import facility allows you to import your own audio tracks or tracks purchased from other 

providers so that you can utilize all of the features of Fly with those songs.  If you have multiple files / 

instrument stems to import, you should make sure they are all in the same folder.  

  

Follow these steps to import one or more tracks into Fly:  

1. Press the Select audio music folder icon in the upper left of the window.  Navigate to the folder 

where the audio files that you want to import are.  You must select every audio file you want to use at 

this time (you can use Shiftclick or Ctrl-click to select groups or individual files).  Even though Fly has 

only 8 instrument steps, you may select more than 8 audio files (you will need to combine 1 or more 

files into a single instrument stem if you use more than 8 audio files).  

2. Modify or enter the song title in the Title of the new song field.  

3. Enter the song’s beats per minute into the BPM field.  You must know this value in order to 

accurately map your song.   - The import tab also provides a utility to scan all of your selected audio 

files to help determine this value.  It works particularly well on a click track, but may not provide 

accurate results on others.  Select the Quick (less accurate) or Extended (more accurate) radio button 

in the Detect BPM and then press the Start scan button.  Fly will sequentially analyze each song file 

and display the estimated value in the BPM column; if it can determine it, for each audio file listed. - 

Another way to determine this is that most recording packages including Garageband, Pro Tools, 
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Logic etc. tell you what this value is.   - Lastly, you can use the tool at this link to get a good estimate:  

http://www.all8.com/tools/bpm.htm 

4. You can select multiple audio files and assign one or more files to each of Fly's 8 “instrument” 

tracks.  

 

  

Click on each audio file in the Into column to assign that file to one of the 8 pre-defined channels in 

Fly.  If you have multiple guitar tracks for example they can all be assigned to the “Guitar” track, when 

each channel has at least one audio file assigned to it, Fly will display an "instrument" icon and "play" 

button just above the song list column names.   

a) It’s suggested that you assign audio file(s) to it's logical Fly channel name (i.e., acoustic guitar 

audio to Fly's Acoustic channel and not the Bass channel).  While it's possible to assign bass 

audio to something like the Drum channel, the result when playing live may not be desirable if 

you have purchased songs and imported songs in the same set AND are using Fly Pro.  

b) For best results, the audio track should be in OGG format; however, files in MP3 and M4A 

formats are also acceptable.  The OGG converter utility will convert audio WAV files into OGG 

format.  

c) All instrument tracks or “stems” need to be exactly the same duration.  Additionally, add or 

remove time at the start of each track so that the beat is exactly on the '1' beat (songs that are 

purchased directly from Lifeway, versus from flyworship.com are usually fine).  

d) For converting MP3 files, Audacity is available for free and will do a good job converting MP3 

files into OGG format.  Use the File-Import Audio menu option and import all the tracks into 

Audacity.  When the tracks are all loaded choose the File-Export Multiple menu option.  

Select Ogg/Vorbis as the file format and then click the Options button.  Set the quality level 

to a minimum of 6, then click Export, Audacity will prompt for the folder where you want to 

save the OGG files.  

http://www.all8.com/tools/bpm.htm
http://www.foobar2000.org/download
http://www.audacityteam.org/download/
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5. When you have finished selecting your files and naming the track channels, click the Import files 

button at the lower right. 

6. When the files have been imported, Fly will prompt you to create a song map.  You can also create 

the sections in a song map using the Create button under the QuickMap column of the top SONGS 

AVAILABLE pane as described in the Building a song map for an imported song section.  

7. You can now use the imported song in a set list, set a background, fade options, etc. using the 

Editor and / or Settings buttons.  

When you import a song, Fly decrements your import credits (not your purchased song credits) by 

one credit per song (import credits are shown on the Utility tab whereas purchased song credits are 

shown on the Songs tab).  If your import credits go to zero, you will need to get more import credits 

by purchasing any Premium, Lite, or Lifeway track via the Songs tab or the Fly website.  

Note:  To remove previously imported songs that you no longer wish to use (or have imported in 

error), simply go to the \Flysub6\Mono folder, find the appropriate folder that starts with the text 

“PERS_” and delete that folder.  The next time you start Fly, the song will no longer be displayed as an 

option to be used in a set list.  

Using the 8th instrument channel / stem  
The 8th / xTrack is intended to be used in one of two ways:  

• Utilise the built in Click track function. 

• With an existing purchased or previously imported song that isn't using the 8th channel.  

Typically you could add a click, vocal, or any other audio track that you wanted to start 

automatically when the song starts.  

1. Create your audio file with something like Audacity (see 4.c to 4.d above for tips on creating the 

track).  

2. The file must be a mono (not stereo) audio file.  You will experience distorted audio playback if you 

do not use a mono audio file.  

3. It should be saved with the exact file name of xtrack.ogg (OGG audio file format).  

4. Place this file in the exact song sub folder (song name and key) that you are using in your set list 

(these are found under \Flysub6\Mono)  

5. Confirm the Output channels setting on Utility tab (or the Fly Pro audio set up).  

6. When you go to play the song in your set, Fly automatically "sees" the file and turns the channel 

and fader on for it; causing the audio  to play / start automatically when the song starts.    

  

http://www.flyworship.com/
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The Theme Tab  

 

  

Use this tab to pick a static photo background for Fly and / or a skin to change the look and feel of 

Fly’s color scheme, and buttons.    

 

The arrow buttons at the top allow you to move through the various static images available for you to 

select as a background.  The slider at the bottom of the tab affects the speed of how fast the different 

skins rotate.  Double click on the desired skin to activate it.  

Note:  It is suggested that you not add any additional images into the \Flysub6\Background folder as 

it will increase Fly’s memory utilization and slow down how fast Fly starts.  If you do add an image to 

this folder, it should be a jpeg file with a resolution of 1024x800 pixels  
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Tips for using Fly  

Be Prepared  

In a normal situation when you have a band, you have to invest time carefully choosing and arranging 

songs, and most of all rehearsing to ensure that you deliver your best.  The same is true with Fly.  Be 

prepared to invest time in learning the arrangements, and anticipating what you might do when 

playing the songs live in a worship setting.   

There is also the skill and discipline of building your worship set thematically so that it is something of 

a “worship journey.”  

The more comfortable you become with Fly, knowing the arrangements and using foot pedals or apps 

etc.; the better the worship experience will be for you and the congregation.  

  

Check List! 

 When you select the songs for your set, make sure you have checked what the link track is for 

each song.  This is just to make sure that you can move smoothly between songs.  

If using link tracks, check the relative volume of the link tracks to the song track.  Make sure that 

the link track level is set at a level relative to the song track level.  

 If you have Use saved mixes checked, make sure that the saved mixes for each song are what 

you need them to be by stepping through each song in your set.  

 Make sure that your monitor levels are loud enough so that when the congregation starts 

singing, you don’t get lost.  If you lose where you are when playing the song you can get into 

trouble!  If you have someone running the soundboard, prearrange a signal with them so that 

they know to increase your track level when you start playing the first song.  Good 

communications will always help you.  

 Make sure that the song tracks are mixed into the sound (or “front of house”) system at “band 

levels.”  Since Fly is not a “real” band, sound techs tend to set the track level like it was a CD / 

mp3 track.  Instruct them to mix it like a real band was in the church.  

 When using Fly live, minimize the number of other functions the computer may be doing.  

Unless you are using the companion Apps, do not have it connected to a network (i.e., turn off 

Wi-Fi, if possible).  Make sure any other applications or programs are not running (unless 

needed for worship).  Sometimes having the computer freshly rebooted prior to being live can 

also minimize unexpected issues.    

 If you’re using Flyers in your set, rehearse them as well, including all transitions, playlist 

volume, slide timing, etc.  
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Getting the best sound quality  
Many users have found that you get the best sound if you have a direct USB connection from your 

computer to your sound board (some mixers allow for a USB connection).  The next best connection 

would be using the shortest connection from your computer’s analog audio output (headphone or 

sound card) to an XLR connection to your sound board (i.e., many audio technicians install a DI / 

direct box between a short headphone to 1/4" cord and the sound system’s XLR input to reduce 

electronic noise, interference, and hum).  This will give the best low end / bass reproduction.  Others 

have suggested using a small amount of compression on any live vocals and instruments.  

On older or slower computers, you may need to make adjustments or optimize your computer’s 

configuration in order to get the best audio quality with Fly.  Please see the following links:  

Optimizing your PC for audio on Windows 7  

Optimizing your PC for audio on Windows 8  

Optimizing your PC for audio on Windows 10  

 

  

Additional performance tuning options  
If you are using a computer that is older and / or not very powerful (in terms of CPU, RAM, etc.), then 

the following suggestions might help you still use Fly (but with reduced functionality).  Try disabling or 

not using this list of features, in this order:  

1. Disable / don’t use any videos in your sets (this is done from the Set Builder tab; i.e., Projection 

animation should not be set to Video for any song in the set(s) you intend to use.  

2. Disable / don’t use any plugins in your sets (this is done from the Set Builder tab; i.e., Projection 

animation should be set to None instead of Plugin or Video for any song in the set(s) you intend to 

use.  

3. Disable / uncheck the Use projection option in the Utility tab.  This will not allow projected lyrics 

to be displayed.  

4. Disable / uncheck the Show equalizer in the Utility tab.  

5. Disable / uncheck the Show keyboard status in the Utility tab.  

6. Enable / check the Hide playback tab lyric in the Utility tab.  This will not display song lyrics on 

the Playback tab.  

7. Enable / check the Disable level meter in the Utility tab.  This will not display the dynamic audio 

levels on the mixer pane of the Playback tab.  

8. Don’t use pitch and / or tempo shifting (either static or dynamic).  

9. Don’t use arrangements.  

10. Make sure that no other applications are running while Fly is playing.  

https://support.focusrite.com/hc/en-gb/articles/207359245-Optimising-your-PC-for-audio-on-Windows-7
https://support.focusrite.com/hc/en-gb/articles/207546695
https://support.focusrite.com/hc/en-gb/articles/207355205-Optimising-your-PC-for-Audio-on-Windows-10
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11. If possible, remove your anti-virus program and use the free Microsoft Security Essentials program 

instead.  This can be much less invasive than other vendor solutions (i.e., Symantec's / Norton’s 

applications have shown to significantly impact system performance when compared to other security 

solutions).  The Microsoft Security Essentials download page is https://support.microsoft.com/en-

gb/help/14210/security-essentials-download 

 

Advanced topics  

Foot pedal options  
Foot pedals come in two flavors:  

• 3 pedal standard fly option – typically set up for play/pause, looping, and fading.  

Configuration software to customize what Fly features / keyboard shortcuts are activated by 

each pedal is available from the Fly Worship web site (My Account-Download).  

• Fly Uber (shown below), Mondo, or Plus+ pedal – ideal if you want to have total control over 

Fly.  These pedals are constructed with metal cases and come with a high quality finish.  They 

have amp-style buttons with the main Fly functions already mapped to the buttons.  

Download the pedal configuration software to customize what Fly features / keyboard 

shortcuts are activated by each pedal.   

Use your own – see the following section on Pedal configuration for more information.  

The pedals are technically USB “keyboards;” in other words, the pressing of a specific / individual 

pedal sends a character to Fly just as if you pressed the corresponding key on your computer’s 

keyboard.  The pedals can be (re)configured to send any key you desire.   

 

  

 Pedal configuration  
Note that you may extend your pedal functionality by adding a second pedal unit. (Fly will support 

multiple pedals) or you may consider a pedal such as the POK or Keith McMillen Softstep which offer 

8+ functions from a single pedal.  You may also use something like a Behringer FCB1010 coupled with 

the Bomes MIDI Translator.  

For the pedals you can purchase with Fly, the information above provides pointers to obtain the 

software used to configure / customize those pedals.  Download, install, and run those utilities to 

assign the desired keyboard shortcut to the pedal you wish to execute that shortcut.  

An easy way to test that your pedal is operating as desired is to use a word processing program or 

something like Notepad or Wordpad.  With the cursor active in one of those programs, press the 

pedals to see the keys or letters that are assigned to each pedal.  

https://support.microsoft.com/en-gb/help/14210/security-essentials-download
https://support.microsoft.com/en-gb/help/14210/security-essentials-download
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Glossary  
Arrangement – A way to customize the default song map in advance of playback in a variety of ways.  

Typical uses might be to repeat an intro section, verse to make the song longer; or remove sections to 

make the song shorter.  This allows you to rehearse a song in a predefined way beyond what the 

default song map provides without having to use loop or jump sections during playback.  There can 

be multiple arrangements per song and the lyrics can be fully edited / customized as well.  

Flyer – A set element that allows you to create and add multimedia content that can be displayed 

during playback.  Flyers may contain a mix of audio, video, and graphics.  

Set – A list of songs and / or flyers that Fly uses to dictate the order of worship during playback.  

Songs / flyers can be started and linked automatically together or manually using the shortcut keys.  

Song Map – The song map is one of the key pieces of information that Fly uses to both display and 

control playback of a song.  Most songs have pretty standard building blocks or sections, i.e., intro, 

variations of a verse and chorus, bridge, and an outro.  The predefined order of these sections is called 

a song map.  It contains song timing and layout information (what sections are in the song and how 

long each section is).  In addition, the song map contains the lyrics that are displayed for each defined 

section (optionally, different “lyrics” can be displayed on the Playback tab and a 2nd external display / 

projector.  

  

 


